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Despite the good work of Drude1, Fleming2 and Seibt3 on solenoids, the self-capacitance of a coil is
frequently ignored. The serious limitations that this places on the classical view of antenna coils
will now be shown.
1. Experimental study of the effective capacitance of a single-layer cylindrical coil as a
function of length.
- We have studied many coils of different length but the same diameter (D = 85 mm), obtained by
winding turns continuously on a tube of bakelite using wire insulated with cotton (d = 0.6 mm).
a. Each coil is excited at its own wavelength using an electrical discharge. An induction loop,
through which flows the current from a parallel-connected buzzer, is placed half-way along. λ0 is
measured using a wavemeter receiver very weakly coupled to the coil.
b. The self-inductance of each coil is then measured using a wave generator at constant
wavelength.
Let Le and Ce be the self inductance and capacitance at the fundamental self-resonance wavelength.
We then have:
(1)

λ0 = 2πc√( Le Ce )

(2)

Le = (2/π) L

(where c is the speed of light)

From these two expressions, one obtains the self-capacitance
(3)

Ce = λ0 2 / ( 4π2 c2 Le )

The table below gives λ0 , Le and Ce as a function of the length ℓ.

We see that Ce passes through a minimum when ℓ ≈ 2D = 170 mm.
1 Ann. der Phys. 9, 1902, p293
2 Principles de la Télégraphie par ondes électriques (London), 1906, p251.
3 E. T. Z., 4, 1902, p411

2. Interpretation: homopolar and heteropolar capacitance of a coil.
The capacitance Q = C/V of a single conductor isolated in space increases with the dimensions of
the conductor.
The capacitance of a capacitor made of two identical structures having equal charge and opposite
sign depends:
1º On the intrinsic capacitance of the the structures A and B.
2º On the mutual capacitance CBA that results from the lowering of the potential of A by the
negative charges of B.
Depending on whether the conductors A and B are far apart or close, the capacitance of capacitor
A B will be almost entirely determined by the first or second factor.
Let us consider a coil oscillating at its half-wavelength. At each instant, the two halves, OP and
ON, have equal charges of opposite sign, similar to the two structures of the capacitor AB.
The intrinsic capacitance of the positive half OP (homopolar capacitance) is much larger than the
potential created by the positive charges on P and much smaller than implied by the length of the
half-coil.
Alternatively, the negative charges on the half ON lower the potential of the positive half OP, and
this, more so than the ends of the coil N and P, where the density of the charge is at a maximum,
brings them together. The result is an increase ΔC in the capacitance of the system greater than the
shortness of the coil implies. We will refer to this increase as the 'heteropolar capacitance' of the
coil.
We therefore consider the effective capacitance as the sum:
Ce = Chom + Chet
As ℓ varies from 0 to ∞, Chom changes from 0 to ∞ and Chet changes from ∞ to 0. This explains4 the
minimum in Ce.
Conclusions: The effective capacitance of a coil oscillating at its half-wavelength takes on a simple
form.
1º In the case of long coils, which can perhaps be considered to be like a single conductor isolated
in space (capacitance derived from Kirchhoff's theory), we have:
Ce = Chom = const × ℓ
Hence
(I)

λ0 = const × ℓ

(classical result)

2º In the case of very short coils, which can be compared to the capacitance of a capacitor like a
thin blade inversely proportional to the length of the coil5;
Ce = Chet = const / ℓ

Le = const × ℓ2

Hence
(II)

λ0 = const √ℓ

4 The existence of the heteropolar capacitance is modified for short coils. The distribution of current (i) along the coil
augments Le in comparison to the value L×2/π , which we have accepted as a first approximation. The general
appearance of the variation of Ce as a function of L is otherwise the same.
5 In effect, the thickness of the dielectric is here the sum of widths of the spaces between the turns.
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